Ask Kodiak™ automates Commercial Lines appetite and eligibility communication.

Ask Kodiak makes it easy for you to search directly within your daily workflows to find the perfect fit for your client.

With Ask Kodiak, you will have consistent, real-time appetite and eligibility guidelines, regardless of where you access carrier and MGA product details. At the same time, you will be able to track which lines of business and carriers your staff are searching for the most, giving you more insight into your partner relationships.

“We utilize Ask Kodiak to make sure that we’re getting the insured to the right carrier, the first time.”

Kylie Hubbard,
Director of Data and Lead Resources
INSURICA

Allows your business to
- Win business with the best coverage
- Work smarter and save time
- Keep an eye on carrier relationships
Capabilities

**Instant Appetite Search**

Searches commercial industries online, giving you an instant list of in-appetite carriers and MGAs for your new and renewal business.

**Risk Filters**

Filters by state, classification, risk size and more so you can instantly see product highlights, underwriting criteria and more across your contracted markets and beyond.

**Analytics Dashboards**

Comprehensive dashboards tell you your agents’ search habits so you can understand any trends as well as identify preferred carriers.

15 minutes or less is the average amount of time agents using digital appetite tools spend searching for markets.

Source: Ivans 2021 Connectivity Report

**Why Ivans?**

Ivans is where insurance carriers, agents, and MGAs come together to grow their businesses. Every day, our 34,000 agents and 450 carrier partners plug into technology that empowers them to better determine appetite and eligibility, swiftly produce quotes, get accurate claims and commission updates, automatically communicate policy data, and connect to one another to drive new business. With easier ways to get the day’s work done, insurance professionals can open the door to more revenue without letting complexity in behind it.